Study suggests smaller cities likely to see
more job loss due to automation
11 June 2018, by Bob Yirka
As technological advances march ever onward,
increasing numbers of jobs once held by humans
are being taken over by machines or robots—the
automotive industry is a prime example. Robots
now play a major role in manufacturing plants. But
which sorts of workers need to worry about losing
their jobs to robots, and which are relativity safe?
That was what the researchers sought to learn.
The researchers started by studying results found
by other teams who have looked at which sorts of
jobs are most amenable to mechanization.
Unsurprisingly, they found that at least in the near
future, those jobs that are relatively simplistic are
those most likely to be supplanted by a machine or
robot. They note that jobs such as waiter,
salesperson or usher are likely to be automated
because the skills required are reasonably easy to
program into a machine. On the other hand, jobs
The impact of automation in US cities. (a) The
distribution of expected job impact (Em) from automation that require personality or creativity appear much
across US cities using estimates from Frey & Osborne. less likely to be assumed by a machine or robot.
(Inset) The distribution using alternative estimates. (b)
We will not soon be seeing robot lawyers or school
Expected job impact decreases logarithmically with city
teachers, they predict.
size using estimates from Frey & Osborne [12]. We
provide the line of best fit (slope = ? 3.215) with Pearson
correlation to demonstrate significance (title). We also
provide a Gaussian kernel regression model with its
associated 95% confidence interval. (Inset) Decreased
expected job impact with increased city size is again
observed using alternative estimates (best fit line has
slope ?1.24, Pearson ? = ? 0.26, pval Journal of The
Royal Society Interface (2018). DOI:
10.1098/rsif.2017.0946

The researchers then applied what they learned to
sociology and geography—which people living in
which areas are more or less likely to see job
losses due to machination? After comparing the
types of jobs that are typically available in different
places, the researchers found that smaller cities
(and towns, presumably) are more likely to lose
jobs to automation than large cities. This, they
suggest, is because jobs in smaller cities tend to be
more labor-intensive and require less skill. Cities,
on the other hand, offer far more sophisticated
positions, many of which are not likely to be
automated any time soon.

A small team of researchers from MIT and
Northwestern University's Kellogg School of
Management has found evidence that suggests
automation will cause more job loss in smaller
More information: Morgan R. Frank et al. Small
cities than large cities. In their paper published in
cities face greater impact from automation, Journal
Journal of the Royal Society Interface, the team
of The Royal Society Interface (2018). DOI:
describes their analysis of prior research to discern
10.1098/rsif.2017.0946
which sorts of jobs are most likely to be taken over
by machines, and how it might apply to cities.
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The city has proved to be the most successful form
of human agglomeration and provides wide
employment opportunities for its dwellers. As
advances in robotics and artificial intelligence
revive concerns about the impact of automation on
jobs, a question looms: how will automation affect
employment in cities? Here, we provide a
comparative picture of the impact of automation
across US urban areas. Small cities will undertake
greater adjustments, such as worker displacement
and job content substitutions. We demonstrate that
large cities exhibit increased occupational and skill
specialization due to increased abundance of
managerial and technical professions. These
occupations are not easily automatable, and, thus,
reduce the potential impact of automation in large
cities. Our results pass several robustness checks
including potential errors in the estimation of
occupational automation and subsampling of
occupations. Our study provides the first empirical
law connecting two societal forces: urban
agglomeration and automation's impact on
employment.
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